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Which three capabilities does the Extended Key Generation Framework provide? (Choose
three.)

A. Ability to generate different types of identifiers such as numeric, alphanumeric,
numeric string, and alphabetic.
B. Ability to generate different types of identifiers of variable length.
C. Ability to construct identifiers from an external messaging engine.
D. Ability to return a set of identifiers instead of a single identifier.
E. Ability to customize the behavior of the Identifier object during the collapse of Parties.

Answer: ABD

QUESTION: 93
The tcrm_extension.properties file contains the following :
id_factory_identifier=com.dwl.tcrm.utili ties.ClientIDFactory
id_factory_contequiv=com.dwl.tcrm.utilities.ClientIDFactory
How will the primary key be generated for the CONTACT, IDENTIFIER, and
CONTEQUIV tables?

A. A custom key will be defined for the IDENTIFIER table and the CONTEQUIV table, a
default key will be defined for the CONTACT table.
B. Default keys will be defined for all tables, as defined by TCRMIDFactory.
C. Custom keys will be defined for all tables, as defined by ClientIDFactoryGeneral.
D. A custom key will be defined for the CONTACT table, default keys will be defined for
the IDENTIFIER and CONTEQUIV tables.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 94
Which two InfoSphere MDM Server common components are used by the Event Manager
application? (Choose two.)

A. concurrent execution framework
B. external rules component
C. task management component
D. notification framework

Answer: BD

QUESTION: 95
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When InfoSphere MDM Server performs a transaction that modifies the data related to the
business object, it needs to inform Event Manager about the data change. Event Manager
then tries to detect new occurred events for modified business objects. Which three steps
does Event Manager perform to detect events triggered by a transaction? (Choose three.)

A. Checks the PROCESSACTION and PROCESSCONTROL tables.
B. Executes business rules.
C. Writes the response object into JMS queue.
D. Updates the EVENT table if the event is successfully detected.
E. Updates the TASK table when the processing is finished.

Answer: ABD

QUESTION: 96
What is the meaning of "event horizon" in the context of an E vent Manager application?

A. The "event horizon" is the date stored in EVENT table to specify for how long
the detected event zemains valid.
B. The "event horizon" is the number stored in CDEVENTCAT table to specify how
frequently, in number of days, the event definitions belonging to that event category is
detected by default.
C. The "event horizon" is the reference stored in EVENTDEFRULE table to specify the
expiry date for the rules associated with particular event category.
D. The "event horizon" is the date stored in CDEVENTCAT table to specify for how long
the definition of event remains valid.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 97
You are trying to retrieve the information from the Transaction Audit Information Log
(TAIL) of the InfoSphere MDM Server service. Which three statements are true? (Choose
three.)

A. Transactions can be filtered based on partyID, user, transaction type, and response
level.
B. Transaction information based on the person name can be retrieved.
C. All transactions can be filtered associated with one partyID, transaction type or
transaction name for a specified date range.
D. Point-in-time history for one party for a particular transaction, by key can be retrieved.
E. The TAIL feature can be configured in the Application Server console.

Answer: ACD
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QUESTION: 98
You have successfully installed InfoSphere MDM Server and now want to configure the
Transaction Audit Information Log (TAIL). Which three statements are correct about
TAIL? (Choose three.)

A. TAIL can be configured on or off globally.
B. You can specify which external/internal transactions are logged.
C. You can log the service time associated with the transaction.
D. You can log elements associated with internal transactions, example Party ID
E. You can log transaction request and response messages.

Answer: ABD

QUESTION: 99
Which three components are part of InfoSphere MDM Server Batch Processor? (Choose
three.)

A. Reader Consumer
B. Submitter Consumer
C. Receiver Consumer
D. Writer Consumer
E. Parser Consumer

Answer: ABD

QUESTION: 100
for which business objects can con figurable inquiry levels be defined?

A. Person, Organization, Contract, Grouping
B. Person, Organization, Product, Grouping
C. Contract, Product, Grouping, Hierarchy
D. Person, Organization, Contract, Product

Answer: D

QUESTION: 101
Inquiry level 101 has been defi ned for Person BObj and the cumulative indicator for the
inquiry level is set to Y. Which child business objects will be retrieved from the database?
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A. all child business objects included in Inquiry Level 101 plus all child business objects
included in all lower inquiry levels 0-101
B. all child business objects included in Inquiry Level 101 only
C. all child business objects included in Inquiry Level 101 plus all child business
objects included in Inquiry Level 100
D. all child business objects of Person Bobj

Answer: C

QUESTION: 102
What is a design component of Data Persistency Entitlements?

A. Ancestors
B. Accessors
C. Activities
D. Profiles

Answer: B

QUESTION: 103
What is a component of Data Persistency Entitlements?

A. Ancestors
B. Elements
C. Activities
D. Constructs

Answer: B

QUESTION: 104
Access Tokens manage security on which level?

A. record level
B. table level
C. attribute level
D. transaction level

Answer: A
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